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From:
Sent: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 10:43 PM
To: CRIWebComment
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Public Comment

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 

eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 

significance to my culture and identity.  I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 

significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 

information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site. 

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 

of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 

the risk of compromising our island’s main water source. 

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 

marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must 

stop.  Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are 

irreplaceable and culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we 

cannot get back. 

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 

that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 

cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 

prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 

square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 

and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
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information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 

artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 

been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"?  Our community deserves to know these 

answers. 

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 

property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 

Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 

those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 

following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry. 

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 

findings to the community 

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 

transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 

uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 

has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place. 

Senseramente, 
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Edward Acfalle Jr. 
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:31 AM
To:
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] Public Comment for Project J-017

From: 
Sent: Friday, June 19, 2020 2:25 AM 
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil> 
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Public Comment for Project J-017 

Hafa adai, 

My name is Tasi Ada from Asan-Ma'ina, Guam. Listed below (in bullet form) are my comments that I want to 
submit on Project J-017.  

Project J-017 should have local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the military
buildup on Guam.
Status reports need to be provided to Guam's local government; specifically the local government
officials responsible for oversight of the military buildup.
Additionally, a plan for increased local oversight over the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer should be
established.
The overall oversight should include site visits, mitigation efforts, and detailed maps from the military
historic sites on Guam's military bases.
Future Department of Defense plans on islands should be assessed by the Government of Guam and
other pertinent local organizations as well.
Village-wide town halls on these issues/plans/projects need to be conducted more often and at more
convenient times for the community to attend and voice their concerns.

The prevention of further disruption of ancient sites and the preservation of historical sites that are set in place 
is what I hope the mentioned comments can aim to achieve.  

Tasi Ada 
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:40 AM
To:
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] Project J-017

From: 
Sent: Monday, June 29, 2020 3:39 PM 
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil> 
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Project J-017 

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity public review prevented meaningful public 
information, involvement, comments, and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 
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Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue  

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding build project in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to uphold 
the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community has 
urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

Tatiana Ananich 
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From:
Sent: Saturday, July 4, 2020 9:07 AM
To: CRIWebComment
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Reconsider Project J-017

Hello, I am writing with concern about the harm Project J-017 will inflict upon the people, the land, and the 
history of Guam. The loss of three irreplaceable, invaluable cultural sites eligible for the National Register of 
Historic Places was already a display of extreme disrespect and disregard for their treasured history. Although I 
would rather the project be cancelled altogether as it is unnecessarily invasive to build yet another military base, 
I urge you to take a more respectful approach to this construction plan and work with the people of Guam. I, a 
citizen of the United States of America, stand with the community of Guam, and we demand the following to be 
instituted relative to buildup construction: 

1) An assembly of local experts and advisors on military statements regarding the buildup.
2) Provide status reports on local government's oversight of the project, including site visits and mitigation
efforts.
3) Establishing a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer (a CRUCIAL
geological feature of the island). 
"The Northern Guam Lens Aquifer (NGLA) supplies about 80% of Guam’s population with potable water. Protecting this vital 
resource from contaminants is crucially important both from a public health and sustainable development perspective. 
Contaminants can come from beneath the aquifer and from the land surface. Salty groundwater that underlies the aquifer is 
kept in its place by the weight of fresh groundwater sitting atop of it. If too much freshwater is removed by pumping, the 
amount of fresh water is reduced locally. That causes saltwater to move upward into the aquifer to achieve equilibrium. 
Contamination by seawater is a major risk in island aquifers. Other sources of contaminants are at the land surface. 
Domestic wastewater and sewage, industrial spills, and agricultural and stormwater runoff all have the potential of reaching 
the aquifer and contaminating it. Septic tanks and pit toilets are major sources of contaminants, and several thousands of 
these are located right above the NGLA. It is estimated that septic tanks alone discharge around 5 million gallons of 
wastewater into the Guam environment each day. The extent to which contaminants have impacted the chemical and 
biological integrity of the NGLA is currently unknown, but cannot be ignored, especially considering that the NGLA is a karst 
aquifer and much water within it moves rapidly through well-connected open spaces without being filtered." -Digital Atlas of 
Northern Guam
4) Assessing (or reassessing) future Department of Defense plans on the island.
5) Preventing further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites.
6) Requesting detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base.
7) Assessing via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island.
8) Conducting village-wide town halls on such issues.

Please take all of these requests into legitimate consideration. This beautiful island and its people should be 
treated with the utmost respect especially since the US Military has taken and gained so much from it without 
giving back anything substantial in return.  

Thank you for reading. 

Best, 
A concerned citizen of the US advocating for the rights of indigenous people and their land 
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:39 AM
To:
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] Concerns of Project-J107

From: 
Sent: Monday, June 29, 2020 3:31 PM 
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Concerns of Project-J107 

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity public review prevented meaningful public 
information, involvement, comments, and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable 
and culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get 
back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 
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I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding build project in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to uphold 
the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community has 
urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

Noel Aquino 
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:16 AM
To: CRIWebComment
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Community input

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 
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Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

Chloe Babauta 
--  
Chloe Babauta 
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From:
Sent: Sunday, July 5, 2020 11:39 PM
To: CRIWebComment

Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Publick Comment Project J-017

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I have lived on Guåhan all my life, currently live in Yigu, and currently attend the University of Guåhan. I am Filipino 
and not CHamoru, but I am writing this in hopes that you hear the voices of the indigenous people of Guåhan and not 
continue to desecrate the land of their ancestors, as well as their descendants. I do not support and adamantly reject the 
build-up, and I urge you to read this letter. 

I am deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were eligible for the National 
Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great significance to my culture and 
identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly significant sites have already been 
cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public information sharing, involvement, 
comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
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cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, Serena 
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From:
To: CRIWebComment
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] MILITARY BUILD-UP
Date: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 7:24:22 PM
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

CIV USN NAVFAC PAC PEARL HI (USA)
FW: [Non-DoD Source] Project J-017
Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:34:21 AM

From: Amber 
Sent: Wednesday, June 24, 2020 1:43 PM
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Project J-017
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To:
Subject:
Date:

FW: [Non-DoD 
Source] Comment
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From:
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 6:32 PM
To: CRIWebComment
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Public Comment 

Håfa adai: 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 
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Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

Kiana Blas Brown 
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:42 AM
To:
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] Project J-017

From: 
Sent: Monday, June 29, 2020 6:27 PM 
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil> 
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Project J-017 

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned CHamoru living in Austin, Texas deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of 
Project J-017 that were eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, 
which hold great significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after 
these highly significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful 
public information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site. 

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 
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Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue  

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 
Jacob Blas 
Austin, TX 78705 



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

FW: Pruteh  L te yan
Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:43:17 AM

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, June 30, 2020 5:16 PM
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Prutehi Litekyan

Hello,

My name is Alina Bonto and I was a resident of Dededo for 18 years. I am demanding that
Project J-017 which includes extensive land clearing of native historic sites, be canceled
immediately. This is an attack on Chamoru's who have lived on Guam before the US Military
ever set foot on the island. The military is stealing more land from it's native people... for a
firing range. Cultural erasure is prominent in American history as seen in the nation's
"founding", stealing and murdering Native Americans. History must not repeat itself. Cancel
Project J-017 now. Return stolen land to it's rightful owners.
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From:
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 7:36 AM
To:
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Please stand with the people of Guam regarding sacred cultural sites 

- Project J-017

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 
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Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

-- 

Toni Brooks 
Daughter of Matilda Pereda Pascual from Barrigada 
Grand-dauther of Josefa Pereda Cruz from Agana Heights 
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From:
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 12:38 PM
To: CRIWebComment
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Project J-017

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity as a CHamoru person. I am furious that the period for public comments comes 
after these highly significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented 
meaningful public information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to 
preserve the site and in turn preserve our culture.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back. 
Our culture is already dying. We can not afford to let it perish. We must preserve our land and our artifacts and help it 
thrive once more.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers. We refuse sit in the dark and be fed lies of omission any longer. 

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 
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Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base  

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue and listen to voices of Guåhan 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

Reagan N. Budasi 
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 8:46 AM
To: CRIWebComment

Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Destruction of Cultural Sites

Hello, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were eligible 
for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great significance to 
indiginous culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly significant sites 
have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public information sharing, 
involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of indiginous ancient burials and the permanent destruction of indiginous land, endangered species, and invaluable 
resources, including the risk of compromising the island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more sacred sites have been cleared for this marine 
base and other buildup projects? The indiginous community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on their cultural resources is a part of their identity lost that we cannot get 
back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of cultural sites or artifacts. As the community has stated many times prior, 
these special parts of indiginous identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on their 212 
square mile island. 
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I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave local peoples guessing the whereabouts of their 
historical artifacts, remains of their ancient ones and remnants of their ancient past. Where is the military putting these 
artifacts that have been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? The community 
deserves to know these answers.  

I urge SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact cultural sites, even those 
deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the following 
measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

-- Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

-- Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup  

-- Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts  

-- Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

-- Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

-- Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

-- Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base  

-- Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

-- Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue  

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and transparency 
surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to uphold the "One 
Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, the community has urged that 
these invaluable parts of their history be preserved in place.  



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

FW: Project J-017
Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:2 :13 AM

From: 
Sent: Friday, June 12, 2020 3:20 PM
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Project J-017

It’s incredibly troubling to learn of  this expansion that has already taken up so much land from the
Chamoru people, who have been commenting on this for so long, yet the US Military continues to
show it does not care about the voices of Indigenous folk.

Not only were the Latte Period artefacts and human remains mishandled, but a 57 acre base is going
to be built where an ancient Chamoru village of Magua once stood. This behaviour shows a pattern
of little to no remorse for the people you are taking from,  people who’s land is deeply, culturally
important to them. It shows a history of erasure and blatant disrespect not only of the land, but it’s
significance, and every Chamoru person who has to bare witness to said erasure. There’s no
humanity in that.

All military personnel on Guam must undergo cultural sensitivity training, and be taught Chamoru
history and Indigenous rights, as they are basic human rights, but they have continued to ignore this,
despite the constant efforts of Chamoru activists. It makes me wonder why have this period of
welcoming comments at all, unless there will be genuine results from it. The least that can be asked
is that there is acknowledgement of Chamoru people, and an end to the disrespect you have shown
both them and their land, but as long as this project continues, you will only prove further the lack of
empathy the military has shown.

Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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From:
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 10:17 AM
To: CRIWebComment
Cc:

Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Comment on the proposed marine base at Litekyan 

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  
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Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup  

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base  

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 
Maria Cristobal Calori 



From:
To:
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] UCLA Messa e  7 June 2020  Mar ne Cor s ase n Dededo
Date: Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:2 :0  AM

From: KEITH 
Sent: Sunday, June 7, 2020 10:26 AM
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] UCLA Message | 7 June 2020 | Marine Corps Base in Dededo
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

FW: [Non-DoD Source] Using my voice
Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:31:33 AM

From: 
Sent: Friday, June 19, 2020 2:50 AM
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Using my voice
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 8:36 AM
To: CRIWebComment

Subject: [Non-DoD Source] 

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  
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Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup  

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base  

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

Sent from my iPhone 
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From:
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 2:20 AM
To: CRIWebComment
Cc:

Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Re: the destruction of Magua' Village & Litekyan

Buenas yan Hafa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that 
were eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which 
hold great significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes 
after these highly significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity public review prevented 
meaningful public information, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to 
preserve the site. 

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the 
desecration of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable 
resources, including the risk of compromising the island's main water source.  

Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for 
this marine base and other build up projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction 
must stop. Mitigation through "data recovery" is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that 
are irreplaceable and culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our 
identity lost that we cannot get back.  
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While the PA memo cited three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under Criterion D, I 
argue that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B, and C. They should have 
never been cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts.  As our community 
has stated many times prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need 
another military base on our 212 square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading 
language and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos 
lack complete information and details mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the 
whereabouts of our historical artifacts, the remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where 
is the military putting our artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers. 

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and 
all historical property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. 
We also urge SHPO Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely 
impact our cultural sites, even those deemed "insignificant" through DOD's colonial lens. In addition, local 
leaders and the DOD must institute the following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will 
only add to the public outcry on and off the island.  

- Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to
report the findings to the community

- Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup

- Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation
efforts

- Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer

- Assess future Department of Defense plans on island

- Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place

- Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base

- Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island

- Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed its commitment 
to uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our 
community has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place. 

Senseramente, 

Paige Castro-Reyes 
Familian Jeje, Gangoche yan Chegando 
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From:
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 7:51 AM
To: CRIWebComment; 

Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Project J-017

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:36 AM
To:
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] Project J-017

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, June 24, 2020 11:52 PM 
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil> 
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Project J-017 

I am writing to you today as an indigenous person of the island of Guam to demand these measures for the 
proposed Project J-017 be heavily taken into consideration: 

• Assemblance of local experts and advisers
on military statements regarding the
buildup

• Providing status report on the local
government’s oversight of the buildup,
including site visits and mitigation efforts

• Establishing a plan for increased local
oversight of the Northern Guam Lens
Aquifer

• Assessing future Department of Defense
plans on the island

• Preventing further disruption of of ancient
ancient sites and preserving historical
sites in place

• Requesting detailed maps from the military
of historic sites on base

• Assessing via local efforts the buildup’s
economic impacts on the island

• Conducting village-wide town halls on the
issue
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information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base  

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue  

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

Georgette Chaco 



From:
To: in o mitt-eis com CRIWe Comment
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] 2020 MITT Final Su lemental EIS EIS
Date: Monday, July , 2020 7:1 :  PM
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

FW: [Non-DoD Source] Please Sto  Pro ect J-017 Thursday,
July 2, 2020 7:31:  AM
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From:
Sent: Friday, July 10, 2020 7:02 AM
To: CRIWebComment
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Preserve Our Land

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 
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Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

Angelina Cossari 
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From:
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 10:23 PM
To: CRIWebComment; 

Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Project J-017 Comments

Håfa adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of three CHamoru cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that 
were eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the destruction and desecration of these sites, 
which hold great significance to my CHamoru culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments 
comes after these highly significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented 
meaningful public information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to 
preserve the site.  

I object to further action at these sites for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the 
desecration of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable 
resources, including the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan and the CHamoru people. How many more of our sacred sites 
have been cleared for this marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the 
destruction must stop. Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites 
that are irreplaceable and culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our burial grounds and our cultural resources is a 
part of our identity lost that we will never get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings and removal of CHamoru cultural sites, ancestral human remains, funerary 
objects and artifacts. As our community has stated many times prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved 
in situ. The people of Guam do not need another military base on our 212 square mile homeland. 

I am extremely dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading 
language and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack 
complete information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our 
historical artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and their sacred funerary objects and the remnants of our history. Where is 
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the military putting our artifacts that have been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? 
Our community deserves to know these answers.  

I urge Guam's SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all 
historic property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge 
SHPO Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, 
even those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base  

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I am vehemently opposed to the clearing of CHamoru cultural sites and properties on Guam. Due to the lack of 
detail and transparency surrounding MILITARY buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in 
its commitment to uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time 
again, our community has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in situ.  

Sin mås, 

/S/HOPE A. CRISTOBAL 
TAMUNING, GUAM  



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

FW: [Non-DoD 
Source]
Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:2 :2  AM

From: A Cruz 
Sent: Wednesday, June 10, 2020 2:08 AM
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source]
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From:
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 4:26 AM
To: CRIWebComment
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Prutehi Mariånas: Project J-017

Hafa Adai, 

I am a concerned daughter of the Mariånas deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project 
J-017 that were eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am outraged by the clearing of these sites which
hold great significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these
highly significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for a public review prevented meaningful
public information to be disseminated and for community involvement, comments, and critique to be genuinely
centered.

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the 
desecration of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable 
resources, including the risk of compromising our island’s main water source. 

Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable 
and culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get 
back. 

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. 
Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and 
remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have been cleared? Does it discard those 
artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these answers. 

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects: 

1. Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the
findings to the community;

2. Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup;
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3. Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts;

4. Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer;

5. Assess future Department of Defense plans on island;

6. Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place;

7. Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base;

8. Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island;

9. Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue.

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place. 

Senseramente, 
Casierra Cruz 

-- 
Casierra Cruz, MPH 
Research Coordinator, Partnerships for Native Health Initiative for Research and Education to Advance Community 
Health (IREACH) Community-Oriented Public Health Practice | University of Washington 
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:40 AM
To:
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] Project -017

From: 
 Sent: Monday, June 29, 2020 3:41 
PM 
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil> 
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Project -017 

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity public review prevented meaningful public 
information, involvement, comments, and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 
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Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue  

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding build project in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to uphold 
the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community has 
urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

J. Cruz
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Military Relocation PA Memo Comment Form 2020 

If submitting via e-mail, scan and send to: criwebcomment@navy.mil 

If submitting via postal mail, send to: 

Attn:  CRI Web Comments 
Code EV23, NAVFAC Pacific 

258 Makalapa Drive, Suite 100 
JBPHH, Hawaii 96860-3134 

Submitted comments will be posted on the Navy's Cultural Resources Information (CRI) web site. Information 
presented on the CRI web site is considered public. The sections outlined in red are required to be completed in order 
for a comment to be posted. 

Privacy Act Statement 
Personal information will only be used to contact you regarding the comments you submit. This information will only 
be shared with another government agency if your inquiry relates to that agency, or as otherwise required by law. We 
will not create individual profiles or give your information to any private organization.  While you must provide a 
valid e-mail address or postal address, please DO NOT include personally identifying information such as a social 
security number. 

By submitting this comment form, you agree not to include content that is offensive in nature, such as profanity, 
personal attacks on individuals, and racist or abusive language. 

PROJECT: J-017 Area Distribution Nodes and Site Telecom Cabling Project - Design and Construction, Navel 
Base Guam Telecommunications Site (NBGTS) Guam 

SUBJECT:   J-017 Area Distribution Nodes and Site Telecom Cabling Project - Design and Construction, PA Memo # 1 

Date:  

Name: _______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

CRI User Name (if you don’t want your real name to be posted with your comment on the CRI web site): 

E-Mail Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________ and/or 

Postal Mail Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

COMMENTS:  

________________________________________________ 
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COMMENTS:           ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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From:
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 11:38 AM
To: CRIWebComment
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Our Island is Sacred!

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 
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Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

Dazdo Duenas 
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:34 AM
To:
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] Comments on proposed Project J-017

From:  
Sent: Wednesday, June 24, 2020 11:19 AM 
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil> 
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Comments on proposed Project J-017 

Good afternoon, 

I am a California resident of indigenous Chamorro heritage. I am of full Chamorro descent, completing my 
Bachelor’s in Anthropology and on my way to obtaining my Master’s in Micronesian Studies. I am currently an 
intern at the California Energy Commission under the Cultural Resources Unit.  

Part of my work in the Unit is to conduct fieldwork and to mitigate cultural resources in designated areas of 
California. Based on my background, knowledge, experience, and heritage, I am emailing you today to submit 
my comments and thoughts on the recent proposed Project J-017.  

Based on the lack of protection of vital cultural resources on the island of Guam, it is not only critical for the 
culture of the indigenous peoples’; but also to anthropology and social sciences itself, for these sites to be 
ultimately protected. These sacred sites are eligible for the National Register of Historic Places, meaning that 
these sites are over 50 years old and hold historical and cultural relevance to not only indigenous history but 
America’s history as well.  

They are specific to the Marianas and can be found nowhere else in the world, there are no other artifacts of 
these kinds that can be found anywhere else; therefore these sites need to be protected. Not only that, these 
ancient artifacts and sites of the indigenous peoples of the island have systematically been overlooked. As an 
indigenous from the island, it is important for us to treasure, venerate, and preserve these sites to teach and 
show to future generations.  

I am writing to you today as an indigenous person from the island of Guam, a social scientist, and an American 
citizen to demand these measures for the proposed Project J-017 be taken and heavily considered:  

Assemblance of local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup
Providing status reports on the local government’s oversight of the buildup, including site visits and
mitigation efforts
Establishing a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer
Assessing future Department of Defense plans on the island
Preventing further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place
Requesting detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base
Assessing via local efforts the buildup’s economic impacts to the island
Conducting village-wide town halls on such issues.

Thank you for your time and consideration. 
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Si Yu’os Ma’ase, 

Vinessa Dueñas 



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

FW: [Non-DoD Source] PR JECT J-017
Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:30:1  AM

From: Leiland 
Sent: Thursday, June 18, 2020 1:07 PM
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] PROJECT J-017
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

FW: [Non-DoD Source] Pro ect J-017
Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:37:  AM

From: Iayana 
Sent: Friday, June 26, 2020 5:33 AM
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Project J-017
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Privacy Act Statement 

DO NOT 

PROJECT: J-017 Area Distribution Nodes and Site Telecom Cabling Project - Design and Construction, Navel 
Base Guam Telecommunications Site (NBGTS) Guam 

SUBJECT: 

Date

Name: __Deborah Ellen 

CRI User Name 

E-Mail Address: 

and/or 

Postal Mail Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

COMMENTS: 
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 8:24 AM
To: CRIWebComment;  

Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Project J-017

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
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information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

Jasmine Flores 
Sent from my iPhone 
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 12:22 AM
To: CRIWebComment

Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Public Comment - Project J-017

Public Comment: Project J-017 
Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 
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I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

Monaeka Flores 

Link to PA MEMO for Project: http://go.usa.gov/kZWG 
Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
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cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

____________________________________ 

Link to PA MEMO for Project: http://go.usa.gov/kZWG 



Comment # 50



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

FW: [Non-DoD Source] Lite yan Ritidian area
Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:32:21 AM

From: 
Sent: Saturday, June 20, 2020 1:17 AM
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Litekyan/Ritidian area
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From:
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 11:17 AM
To: CRIWebComment
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Project J-017 Comments

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance for the island. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly significant sites have 
already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public information sharing, 
involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many sacred sites have been cleared for this marine base and 
other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. Mitigation through 
“data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and culturally 
invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 
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Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

I will continue to publish academic articles which address the violations due to expanding militarization. 

Dr Sylvia Frain 
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 11:35 AM
To: CRIWebComment; 

Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 
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I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

____________________________________ 

Link to PA MEMO for Project: http://go.usa.gov/kZWG 



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

CRIWe Comment
[Non-DoD Source] uam
Thursday, July 1 , 2020 7:2 :10 AM
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:30 AM
To:
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] Fw: Comments on the proposed gates planned for Marine Corps 

Base Camp Blas

From:   
Sent: Saturday, June 13, 2020 9:11 PM 
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil> 
Cc: governor@guam.gov; ltgovernor@guam.gov 
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Fw: Comments on the proposed gates planned for Marine Corps Base Camp Blas 

Subject: Comments on the proposed gates planned for Marine Corps Base Camp Blas 

Gentlemen: 

The proposed gates for the Marine Corps Base Camp Blas should properly account for a minimal or no 
impact on the abutting public roadways for all traffic conditions the camp will generate.  As in any major 
military installations, like the Naval Base Guam and Andersen Air Force Base, they generate a 
tremendous amount of morning and afternoon rush hours traffic. Generally traffic queue spill over on the 
public roadway creating delays on non-base thru traffic. During occasional security ID check conducted 
by the Navy it creates long traffic queues resulting from the delayed gate entrance in checking ID’s. It was 
observed Naval Base ID checks is no longer occasional it has become often and traffic can as be as long 
as to the intersection of Polaris Point.   With the current Navy construction on Route 1 towards the Navy 
that reduced the 2-lane southbound road into single lane traffic is hardly moving when the Navy conducts 
ID security check.  Lately the construction area seems to have very little activities.  Contractor seems to 
be taking their own sweet time to finish the construction. The general practice in the states when a 
construction on public roadways will have a major impact on the travelling public an incentive/disincentive 
clause is included in the contract to force the contractor to minimize the impact to the travelling public and 
shorten construction time. When the Navy was planning to relocate the naval base gate to its current 
location Government of Guam pointed out the long traffic queue conditions stated above will occur.  The 
Navy has chosen to ignore the comments and proceeded with the relocation of the gate without any 
provisions to alleviate the gate’s impact on the public roadways. 

I would like to submit the following comments to be considered and/or included in the plans and/or 
agreement for the Camp Blas Gate(s) to minimize impact to public traffic: 

1. A comprehensive traffic study should be conducted to alleviate the traffic queue to be generated by
the camp during strict security ID check. Any traffic queue should not obstruct any lane(s) on Route 3.
Additional lanes should be constructed to accommodate security traffic queue or provisions to temporarily
move the gate inside the camp so that all queues occur inside the camp instead of queues occurring on
Route 3 and limit impact to public traffic.

2. In the agreement for the gate it should include provisions that any camp related construction
activities outside of the camp should include an incentive/disincentive clauses and possibly require
contractor a 24/7 operation to minimize construction time, minimize impact to public traffic. The current
slow construction outside of the Navy is negatively impacting public traffic and an eyesore and nuisance
especially to our tourist industry, the only industry of the island.
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3. If there are traffic signals to be installed on public roadways necessary for the camp entrance road
the future operation and maintenance should be turned over to the Government of Guam for control to
always favor public traffic movement however all cost including future maintenance and operations and
power cost for such traffic signals should be borne by the camp. The government of Guam should not be
burdened for the cost of such traffic signal(s) for the sole convenience of the camp.

4. All military vehicular convoys outside of the camp should always be conducted during non-rush hour
traffic and always coordinated with the Government of Guam to minimize public traffic impact.

5. All traffic signage should properly conform to the standard highway signs or MUTCD and standard
highway gothic. The current Navy destination sign contains about 24 destinations; destination signs
should be limited to 3 lines as the average person can only read up to 3 lines of information while driving
at the same time. Most likely the navy destination sign serves no purpose.

Marc A. Gagarin 



From:
To:
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] Comments on the ro osed gates lanned or Marine Cor s ase Cam  las
Date: Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:2 :0  AM
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Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

My name is Heather Ann Franquez Garrido and I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the 
clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were eligible for the National 
Register of Historic Places. I am appalled by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes 
after these highly significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public 
review prevented meaningful public information sharing, involvement, comments and critique 
that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background 
research, the desecration of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, 
endangered species, and invaluable resources, including the risk of compromising our island’s 
main water source.  

Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites will be 
destroyed? Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are 
losing sites that are irreplaceable and culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural 
resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places 
under criterion D, I argue that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under 
Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been cleared, and I OBJECT to any future 
clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times prior, these 
special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on 
our 212 square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. 
The misleading language and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More 
often than not, these memos lack complete information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, 
the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical artifacts, remains of our ancient 
ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have been 
cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community 
deserves to know these answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation 
techniques for any and all historic property documentation. Such documentation is possible 
without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for 
any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even those 
deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD 
must institute the following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add 
to the public outcry.  

I request the following:  

 Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range 
complex, and to report the findings to the community  

 Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup  
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 Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site 
visits and mitigation efforts  

 Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

 Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

 Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

 Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base  

 Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

 Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue  

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the 
lack of detail and transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the 
DOD has failed in its commitment to uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge 
to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community has urged that these invaluable 
parts of our history be preserved in place.  

I urge you to do more. Do more than what you’ve already done. Do more for us as the future 
generation of guåhan.  

Senseramente, 

 

Heather Garrido 
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:36 AM
To:
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] Public Comment for Project J-017

From:   
Sent: Thursday, June 25, 2020 9:16 AM 
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil> 
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Public Comment for Project J-017 

Hello, 

My name is Rafael Gomes, a USN Veteran who calls Guam home. Listed below are my comments that I want 
to submit on Project J-017.  

Project J-017 should have local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the military
buildup on Guam.
Status reports need to be provided to Guam's local government; specifically the local government
officials responsible for oversight of the military buildup.
Additionally, a plan for increased local oversight over the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer should be
established.
The overall oversight should include site visits, mitigation efforts, and detailed maps from the military
historic sites on Guam's military bases.
Future Department of Defense plans on islands should be assessed by the Government of Guam and
other pertinent local organizations as well.
Village-wide town halls on these issues/plans/projects need to be conducted more often and at more
convenient times for the community to attend and voice their concerns.

The prevention of further disruption of ancient sites and the preservation of historical sites that are set in place 
is what I hope the mentioned comments can aim to achieve.  

Respectfully, 
Rafael Gomes 
Clinical Account Specialist 
Biosense Webster Inc 
Johnson & Johnson 
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

FW: [Non-DoD Source] uam Military ase
Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:3 : 3 AM
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To:

Subject:
Date:

CRIWe Comment
Monday, July , 2020 11: 3: 3 AM
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

FW: [Non-DoD Source] Pro ect J-017
Thursday, July 2, 2020 7: 2:1  AM

From: 
Sent: Monday, June 29, 2020 8:05 PM
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Project J-017
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:42 AM
To:
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] Preserve Guam Heritage

From:   
Sent: Monday, June 29, 2020 6:20 PM 
To: 
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Preserve Guam Heritage 

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable 
and culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get 
back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that 
have been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know 
these answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
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Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup  

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

Jack, Tamuning 



1

From:
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 4:37 AM
To: CRIWebComment;  

Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Preserve Guahan's Cultural Sites

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 
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I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

Joe Hernandez 



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

FW: J-017-II Main and Commercial ates PA Memo  1
Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:2 :  AM
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 7:52 AM
To: CRIWebComment
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Protest the Signing of the INRMP

As a U.S citizen I protest the signing of the Integrated Natural Resource Management Plan (INRMP) that would 

allow the construction of the Live-Fire Training Range Complex (LFTRC) at Andersen Air Force Base. I 

vehemently protest the detrimental impacts that the firing range would have on the ancient village of Litekyan 

(Ritidian), Urunao, and Jinapsan and all of the species, endangered or otherwise, within the Guam Wildlife 

Refuge. I protest the signing of the INRMP for the following reasons: 

1. Of the options considered, building the LFTRC at the Northwest Field would be the most destructive option 

to the environment, the natural and cultural resources, and to the communities surrounding the area. 

3. The 2010 and 2015 Records of Decision underestimate or leave out the impacts of endangered species in the 

Refuge Overlay of the Guam National Wildlife Refuge. 

4. Mitigation efforts are not sufficient to protect endangered species. Avoidance of adverse effects stemming 

from the construction and operation of live-fire ranges is the only option. 

5. The LFTRC poses a tremendous risk of contaminating Guam’s primary fresh water resource – the Northern 

Guam Lens Aquifer (NGLA). 

6. The impact on ancestral and historic sites cannot be mitigated because many of the resources at the site still 

remain in pristine, undisturbed condition and are still being studied. Furthermore, Litekyan/Ritidian is a sacred 

site for native people and a place of spiritual connection to their ancestors. 

7. The construction of the LFTRC constitutes an environmental injustice to the indigenous people of Guam, the 

Chamorro people, and further disempowers native communities through militarization and contamination of 

their land. 

Sincerely, 

Alexandra Herrmann 

Edmonds, WA 
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 7:48 AM
To: CRIWebComment
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Protest signing of the Integrated Natural Resource Management 

Plan

As a U.S citizen I protest the signing of the Integrated Natural Resource Management 
Plan (INRMP) that would allow the construction of the Live-Fire Training Range Complex 
(LFTRC) at Andersen Air Force Base.  I vehemently protest the detrimental impacts that 
the firing range would have on the ancient village of Litekyan (Ritidian), Urunao, and 
Jinapsan and all of the species, endangered or otherwise,  within the Guam Wildlife 
Refuge.  I protest the signing of the INRMP for the following reasons: 

1. Of the options considered, building the LFTRC at the Northwest Field would be the
most destructive option to the environment, the natural and cultural resources, and to the
communities surrounding the area.

3. The 2010 and 2015 Records of Decision underestimate or leave out the impacts of
endangered species in the Refuge Overlay of the Guam National Wildlife Refuge.

4. Mitigation efforts are not sufficient to protect endangered species.  Avoidance of
adverse effects stemming from the construction and operation of live-fire ranges is the
only option.

5. The LFTRC poses a tremendous risk of contaminating Guam’s primary fresh water
resource – the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer (NGLA).

6. The impact on ancestral and historic sites cannot be mitigated because many of the
resources at the site still remain in pristine, undisturbed condition and are still being
studied.  Furthermore, Litekyan/Ritidian is a sacred site for native people and a place of
spiritual connection to their ancestors.

7. The construction of the LFTRC constitutes an environmental injustice to the
indigenous people of Guam, the Chamorro people, and further disempowers native
communities through militarization and contamination of their land.

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Herrmann 
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Edmonds, WA 98026 

Get Outlook for iOS 



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

FW: [Non-DoD Source] No Marine Cor s ass
Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:2 :1  AM
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To: CRIWe Comment
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] PrutehiMari nas
Date: Thursday, July 2, 2020 :0 : 2 PM
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

FW: [Non-DoD Source] Sto  Pro ect J-017
Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:3 :0  AM

From: Bruce 
Sent: Wednesday, June 24, 2020 4:27 PM
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Stop Project J-017
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

FW: [Non-DoD 
Source]
Thursday, July 2, 2020 7: 3:0  AM

From: Krstpz 
Sent: Tuesday, June 30, 2020 4:36 PM
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source]
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From:
Sent: Sunday, July 12, 2020 5:13 PM
To: CRIWebComment
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Project J-017

Hello, 

My name is Laura Lacombe and I am writing to you on behalf of the citizens of Guam from the city of Long 
Beach, California. I have read about the harmful military project J-107 and feel that I must add my voice 
in condemning this expansion of the marine base. A memo sent out by the military stated that three historic 
sites, all eligible for the National Register for Historic Places, would not be affected. This was not the case. 
They were cleared and destroyed, lost forever.  

I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great significance to the culture and identity of the 
Chamorro people. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly significant sites 
have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public information, 
involvement, comments, and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the sites. This is a 
horrific injustice against the Chamorro people and we will not stand for it. 

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the 
desecration of the ancient burial sites and the permanent destruction of land, endangered species, and invaluable 
resources, including the risk of compromising the Island's main water source.   

The 212 square mile island you are occupying does not need another military base. This land and culture is 
sacred, and it is your responsibility to protect it. 

Sincerely, 
Laura Lacombe 
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From:
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 5:28 PM
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Comment RE: Project J-017

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 
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Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

Kristen Laguaña 



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

FW: [Non-DoD Source] Lite yan
Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:37:0  AM
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 10:43 AM
To: CRIWebComment;

Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Public Concern

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 
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I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

Devyn Lauren 



1

From:
Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 11:34 AM
To: info@mitteis.com; CRIWebComment; Connor Law
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] public comment about EIS

I completely disagree with the testing Navy is doing and planning to do, as well as the cultural grounds being 
"excavated” and moved. The testing is going to damage our aquatic life around the Island, as well as the citizens 
of Guam. The Navy and Military have done tests in the past and it has caused cancer problems on the Island and 
has also destroyed our aquatic life in some areas around the Island.  

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 
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Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base  

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

FW: [Non-DoD 
Source] Comment
Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:2 :  AM
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From:
Sent: Saturday, July 4, 2020 12:27 AM
To: CRIWebComment
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Preserve Our Island 

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 
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Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

Peara Leota 



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

FW: [Non-DoD Source] uam, Pro ect J-017
Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:3 :  AM

From: Jaidan Lujan 
Sent: Thursday, June 25, 2020 1:47 PM
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Guam, Project J-017
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:40 AM
To:
Subject: FW: a concerned Chamorro 

From: 
Sent: Monday, June 29, 2020 3:52 PM 
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil> 
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] a concerned Chamorro  

Buenas yan Hafa Adai, 

I am a Chamorro Italian female college student entering my senior year of college in the States and news of a 
harmful military project (proposed to span 57 acres of land in northern Guam for yet another military base on 
our 212 square mile island) has led me to email you. Like many other Chamorros on island and in 
diaspora/away from our home island, I am saddened to hear this news knowing the military happily takes our 
land and claims our people for covert and overt military uses but does not always do right by them. Both my 
grandfathers served in the armed forces, out of necessity and lack of better opportunity; my parents moved 
me off island in search of more. I was born on Guam and relocated at the age of 2; I often wonder what life 
would have been like on island, to feel the excruciating reality of moments like this. No matter where I live, I 
am Chamorro and stand by the protection of rights for my people and our island.  

As you can tell, I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of 
Project J-017 that were eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of 
these sites, which hold great significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public 
comments comes after these highly significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for 
public review prevented meaningful public information, involvement, comments, and critique that could have 
made project changes to preserve the site. To make some kind of attempt at not disrespecting our lands and 
history so blatantly obvious. Naturally I object to further at the site for the proposed marine base due to 
inadequate background research, the desecration of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our 
land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including the risk of compromising our island’s main 
water source. 

Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared 
for this marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the 
destruction must stop. Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are 
losing sites that are irreplaceable and culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a 
part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion 
D, I argue that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should 
have never been cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our 
community has stated many times prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do 
not need another military base on our 212 square mile island. 
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I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading 
language and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these 
memos lack complete information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the 
whereabouts of our historical artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where 
is the military putting our artifacts that have been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not 
deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and 
all historic property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. 
We also urge SHPO Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely 
impact our cultural sites, even those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local 
leaders and the DOD must institute the following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will 
only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to 
report the findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation 
efforts  

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding build project in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment 
to uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, 
our community has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

Gabby Lupola 

P.S. the way our island community fought for Pagat was not a one time protest; we will continue to resist. 
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From:
Sent: Saturday, July 4, 2020 3:11 AM
To: CRIWebComment; 

Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Protect Guåhan

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 
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I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

What needs to be done: 

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

Paula 
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:42 AM
To:
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] Project J-017

From:  
Sent: Monday, June 29, 2020 8:05 PM 
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil> 
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Project J-017 

Hello, 

I am writing in with regards to what Is happening in the island of Guam and in the Marianas Islands. I would 
like to say that how our islands are being treated is quite disgraceful to the people of Guam and to the Chamorro 
culture.  

I urge you to do better for our ancient artifacts and for our cultural heritage sites. I urge you to not build firing 
ranges on our islands as they can harm birds and wildlife and all fauna and flora. Again, Please do not build 
firing ranges on our islands please do not use our islands for testing sites as it’s harmful and can pollute the 
surrounding waters of the Marianas Islands. These waters and roots run deep. We know our culture and want to 
learn more and understand more but we cant do so with all of your aggravated actions to our land without 
proper respects paid and acknowledged.  

The people of Guam have been oppressed and given up the use of their land for far too long. Not only do you 
take what you want from the islands, the people of Guam don’t even get proper civil rights to vote like all 
Americans should be allowed.  

My family has been on the islands since before we can remember and it breaks our hearts to see how our islands 
are being used and how our people are being used.  

Please do better for the Chamorro People. We deserve respect and for our voices to be heard. We are the shield 
and spear of all the US might yet our concerns are not heard or met. Do better.  

Si yu’us maase.  

Royce P. Manglona Guerra 
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:15 PM
To: CRIWebComment
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Project J-017 Complaint

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 
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Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

Chelsea Manibusan 
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:41 AM
To:
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] Regarding the cultural sites of my indigenous people

From:   
Sent: Monday, June 29, 2020 4:21 PM 
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil> 
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Regarding the cultural sites of my indigenous people 

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity public review prevented meaningful public 
information, involvement, comments, and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 
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Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue  

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding build project in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to uphold 
the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community has 
urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 
Joleen Manibusan 

GDOE SY 2019-2020 
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 10:00 AM
To: CRIWebComment; 
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] We Chamoru People Stand for the Preservation of our Sacred Land 

and Indigenous Culture

 Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

My name is Joleen Marie T. Manibusan and I am a teacher for the Department of Education on Guam. I have been 
teaching middle school English since 2015. I have a Bachelor’s degree in English and a Master’s degree in Education, 
M.A.T.

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 
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Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue  

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

Joleen Marie T. Manibusan 



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

FW: [Non-DoD Source] Pro ect J-017
Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:2 :02 AM

From: Raylene M
Sent: Friday, June 12, 2020 2:38 PM
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Project J-017
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I Mina’trentai Singko Na Liheslaturan Guåhan
    Gé’helo’, Kumitehan Irensia yan i Atte siha, Plasét siha, Fina’tinas Guåhan,  

    Finamta’ Hagåtña, Dinitetminan Maisa, yan Asunton  Rihinǻt Siha 
 

Chairperson, Committee on Heritage and the Arts, Parks, Guam Products,
Hagåtña Revitalization, Self-Determination, and Regional Affairs
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From:
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 3:09 PM
To: CRIWebComment; patrick.lujan@dpr.guam.gov
Cc:

Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Concerns Regarding Project J-017

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

My name is Camarin Meno. As a CHamoru woman and citizen of Guåhan, I am deeply disturbed by the clearing of our 
three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am outraged by 
the clearing of these sites, which hold deep significance to the Indigenous people of Guåhan. I am absolutely stunned that 
the public was not given the opportunity to voice their questions and comments prior to the destruction of these sites, and 
that we have only been given this chance after these highly significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an 
opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public information sharing, involvement, comments, and critique that 
could have helped to preserve these sites.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base as such action would desecrate ancient Indigenous burial 
sites, harm endangered species, and risk compromising the island's main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure 
considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and culturally invaluable. Any adverse impact on our cultural 
resources represents a part of our identity that can never be recovered.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. The value of these cultural sites far outweighs any 
potential gain we would receive from another military base on our 212 square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon contained in the PA Memo ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these 
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memos lack complete information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts 
of our historical artifacts, remains of our ancient ones, and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military placing our 
artifacts that have been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community 
deserves to know these answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. I also urge SHPO Lujan 
to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even those 
deemed “insignificant” by the DOD. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the following measures relative 
to build-up projects. Failure to do so will result in further public outcry.  

1. Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to
report the findings to the community

2. Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup
3. Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and

mitigation efforts
4. Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer
5. Assess future Department of Defense plans on island
6. Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place
7. Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base
8. Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island
9. Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

There is only one homeland for the Indigenous people of Guåhan. All who live and work on this island have a 
responsibility to protect this precious home, including the sacred resting places of CHamoru ancestors and the aquifer that 
will nourish future CHamoru generations to come.  

Si Yu'os Ma'åse, 

Camarin Meno 
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:40 AM
To:
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] Proj - j-017

From:   
Sent: Monday, June 29, 2020 3:41 PM 
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil> 
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Proj - j-017 

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity public review prevented meaningful public 
information, involvement, comments, and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 
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Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue  

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding build project in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to uphold 
the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community has 
urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

Pete Mesa 
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From:
Sent: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 2:21 PM
To: CRIWebComment
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] J-017 Public Comment

Hafa adai,  

I am deeply concerned by the desecration of three cultural and historic sites that were cleared as part of product 
J-017. As fellow protestors have claimed: "Guam does not need another military base” and our “ancestors do
not belong in plastic bags"

This project poses a great risk to the cultural, historic, and natural sites on our island. No one would permit the 
desecration of Jamestown, the liberty bell, or Notre Dame to build a military base. The same regard is not given 
for CHamoru sites. J-017 disturbs our heritage, destroying it forever, and cutting CHamorus off from it.  

I know the Navy is only beholden to the American Imperialist project, but I have faith in my fellow organizers. 
I am sure you have seen the demands of Prutehi Litekyan, I want to reiterate them and ask: what have you done 
with the remains and artifacts? Not that they have been unearthed, what will you do with them? What else will 
you destroy from your stolen base?  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to
report the findings to the community
Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup
Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and
mitigation efforts
Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer
Assess future Department of Defense plans on island
Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place
Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base
Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island
Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue

You continue to ignore the indigenous CHamorus as we maintain our water must be protected and our historic 
sites must be left in place.  

Senseramente, 

Aidan Moore 
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From:
To: CRIWe Commen

tSubject: [Non-DoD Source] Comments Regarding Pro ect J-017
Date: Wednesday, July 1 , 2020 3: 2:20 AM
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:41 AM
To:
Subject: FW: Concerned citizen.

From:  
Sent: Monday, June 29, 2020 4:57 PM 
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil> 
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Concerned citizen. 

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity public review prevented meaningful public 
information, involvement, comments, and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable 
and culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get 
back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 
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I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding build project in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to uphold 
the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community has 
urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From:
To: in o CRIWe Comment
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Pro ect J-017, Marines Relocation Criticism
Date: Friday, July 10, 2020 3:12:23 PM
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:43 AM
To:
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] REGARDING PROJECT J-017 GUAM IS NOT FOR YOUR USE

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, June 30, 2020 12:08 AM 
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil>; 
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] REGARDING PROJECT J-017 GUAM IS NOT FOR YOUR USE 

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable 
and culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get 
back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 
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I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

Jessica Nakajima 



From:
Sent: Wednesday, July 1, 2020 8:37 AM
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source]

Buenas yan Håfa Adai,

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the
desecration of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable
resources, including the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.

Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for
this marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must
stop. Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are
irreplaceable and culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost
that we cannot get back.

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I
argue that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never
been cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated
many times prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military
base on our 212 square mile island.

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading
language and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack
complete information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our
historical artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our
artifacts that have been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community
deserves to know these answers.

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all
historic property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also
urge SHPO Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our
cultural sites, even those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the
DOD must institute the following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public
outcry.

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the
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findings to the community

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our
community has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.

Senseramente,

Lia Rose Naputi
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:43 AM
To:
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] Project J-017 Public Comment

From:   
Sent: Monday, June 29, 2020 9:54 PM 
To: 
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Project J-017 Public Comment 

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable 
and culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get 
back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 
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I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, Cassie N. 
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From:
Sent: Monday, July 13, 2020 2:32 PM
To: CRIWebComment
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Comment on Project J-017

Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to CHamoru culture and identity.  

As a third-generation Filipino who calls Guam home, I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due 
to inadequate background research, the desecration of CHamoru ancient burials and the permanent destruction of 
CHamoru land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including the risk of compromising our island’s main water 
source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of CHamoru sacred sites have been cleared for 
this marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of Guam's cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many 
times prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 
212 square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of CHamoru 
historical artifacts, remains of Chamoru ancient ones and remnants of CHamoru ancient past. Where is the military putting 
our artifacts that have been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community 
deserves to know these answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 
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Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of CHamoru and Guam history be preserved in place.  

Sincerely, 

Kristin Oberiano 
--  
Kristin Oberiano 
PhD Candidate 
History Department 
Harvard University 
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From:
Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 11:34 AM
To: CRIWebComment; info@mitt-eis.com
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Public Comment

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 
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Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

Sierra Nicole Onedera-Gregory 
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From:
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 8:54 AM
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Public Comment on Project J-017

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of Chamorro three cultural sites as part of 
Project J-017 that were eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the 
clearing of these sites, which hold great significance to Chamorro culture and identity. I am furious 
that the period for public comments comes after these highly significant sites have already been 
cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public information sharing, 
involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background 
research, the desecration of Chamorro ancient burials and the permanent destruction of Chamorro 
land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including the risk of compromising the island’s 
main water source.  

Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more Chamorro sacred sites have 
been cleared for this marine base and other buildup projects? The Chamorro community deserves to 
know this number and the destruction must stop. Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an 
appropriate measure considering Chamorros are losing sites that are irreplaceable and culturally 
invaluable.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under 
criterion D, I argue that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B 
and C. They should have never been cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of 
Chamorro cultural sites or artifacts. As the Chamorro community has stated many times prior, 
these special parts of Chamorro identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military 
base on this 212 square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The 
misleading language and jargon ultimately leave more questions than answers. More often than not, 
these memos lack complete information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us 
guessing the whereabouts of Chamorro historical artifacts, remains of Chamorro ancient ones and 
remnants of Chamorro ancient past. Where is the military putting Chamorro artifacts that have been 
cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Chamorro community 
deserves to know these answers.  

I urge SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any 
and all historic property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in 
the ground. I also urge SHPO Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects 
that will adversely impact Chamorro cultural sites, even those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s 
colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the following measures relative to 
build-up projects: 

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range
complex, and to report the findings to the community
Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup
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Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits
and mitigation efforts
Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer
Assess future Department of Defense plans on island
Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place
Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base
Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island
Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of Chamorro cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the 
lack of detail and transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD 
has failed in its commitment to uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be 
culturally sensitive. Time and time again, Chamorro community has urged that these invaluable parts 
of Chamorro history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

Dominique Ong 
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:27 AM
To: )
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] Comment on Miitary Relocation to Guam and CNMI

From:  
Sent: Sunday, June 7, 2020 9:25 AM 
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil> 
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Comment on Miitary Relocation to Guam and CNMI 

Dear CRI Web Comments, 

My name is Josephine Ong, a Ph.D. student in Gender Studies at UCLA that grew up in Guåhan.. As 
a graduate student that has extensively studied the Marianas and someone that grew up in Guåhan, I 
am alarmed by the potential negative consequences of the Military Relocation to Guam and CNMI 
Programmatic Agreement's Project J-017. Project J-017 proposes the construction of an Area a 
Distribution Nodes and Site Telecom Cabling Naval base in North Finegayan, Guam, which is located 
in the highly populated village of Dedeo. Thus, I am writing to voice my concerns about the J-017 
Project and the information relayed in its first memo. 

I am concerned about the social and environmental threats increased U.S. militarization would have, 
especially considering the military's intentions to build a base in Guåhan's most populous village, 
Dededo. For example, Project J-017's first memo specifically cites that "Site preparation and project 
work includes grading, digging, trenching, drilling, boring and/or cut and fill to construct two single-
story ADNs along with site improvements consisting of pavement around the ADNs for vehicle 
circulation and parking, drainage, and utility systems as well asinstallation of communication lines." 
Heavy construction within Guåhan's most populated village could result in noise pollution, runoff from 
extensive digging,and potential displacement. Furthermore, the memo also mentions that 
construction "may require munitions and explosives of concern (MEC) removal and associated 
efforts" in a civilian area that contains a substantial portion of Guåhan's population. 

In addition, the U.S. military’s plan to build a Naval base in Dededo would also have substantial 
negative cultural consequences. According to the Programmatic Aggreement's first memo, "Site 66-
08-233 was a large Latte Period/early Post Contact and First American Territorial Period site...[that]
was determined eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion 7." Furthermore, GHPI Site 66-08-
2307 also contains "Human bone fragments [that] were recovered from an earth oven on the site, 
suggesting it was deposited during the period of the oven’s use." Constructing a military base on top 
of Chamorro ancestral remains is a disrespectful act that violates Chamorro historical and cultural 
practices. While the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act specifically applies to 
federally recognized tribes, similar practices of respect for deceased ancestors also apply in Guåhan. 

There are only a few examples of the intended Project J-017's alarming social and environmental 
consequences.As an expert in the history of the Marianas and former resident of Guåhan,I question 
whether the military is adept in adequately fulfilling its own requirements for environmental and 
historical site protection. Given the substantial environmental and cultural consequences construction 
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of the Naval base in Dededo would have, I call for a rejection of Project J-017 and call for further 
conversation with Guåhan residents to discuss community alternatives to the project. 

Best, 

-- 
Josephine Ong, M.A. (she/her/hers) 
Ph.D. Student, Gender Studies 
University of California, Los Angeles 

UCLA acknowledges the Gabrielino/Tongva peoples as the traditional land caretakers of Tovaangar 
(Los Angeles basin and So. Channel Islands). As a land grant institution, we pay our respects to 
Honuukvetam (ancestors), 'Ahiihirom, (elders) and 'eyoohiinkem (our relatives/relations) past, present 
and emerging. 
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:40 AM
To:
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] Comment for Project J-017

From:  
Sent: Monday, June 29, 2020 3:40 PM 
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Comment for Project J-017 

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity public review prevented meaningful public 
information, involvement, comments, and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 
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Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base  

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding build project in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to uphold 
the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community has 
urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

--  
Josephine Ong, M.A. (she/her/hers) 
Ph.D. Student, Gender Studies 
University of California, Los Angeles 

UCLA acknowledges the Gabrielino/Tongva peoples as the traditional land caretakers of Tovaangar (Los Angeles basin 
and So. Channel Islands). As a land grant institution, we pay our respects to Honuukvetam (ancestors), 'Ahiihirom, 
(elders) and 'eyoohiinkem (our relatives/relations) past, present and emerging. 



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

CRIWe Comment
[Non-DoD Source] Pro ect J-017
Thursday, July 1 , 2020 2:1 :30 PM
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From:
Sent: Saturday, July 11, 2020 4:25 AM
To: CRIWebComment

Subject: [Non-DoD Source] The continued crimes of American colonialism

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 
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Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base  

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 
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From:
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 6:39 PM
To: CRIWebComment
Cc:
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Project J-017 

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 
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Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base  

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

Aubi Pangindian 



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

FW: [Non-DoD Source] Pro ect J-017
Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:3 :3  AM

From: Taylor Paul 
Sent: Thursday, June 25, 2020 11:26 AM
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Project J-017
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

FW: [Non-DoD Source] Prutehi Marianas
Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:3 :  AM

From: NP 
Sent: Wednesday, June 24, 2020 2:54 PM
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Prutehi Marianas
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

FW: C MMENT F R PR JECT J-017
Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:3 :00 AM

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, June 24, 2020 3:16 PM
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] COMMENT FOR PROJECT J-017

There have already been three sites of CHAMORU HISTORY AND CULTURE trampled by your
bulldozers to be paved for your military games. This is ERASURE. Post WWII, the military tried
to erase my peoples culture and language. Here I am writing this to you and fighting the same
things my grandparents, great grandparents and ancestors fought for. The military already
occupies 30% of Guam. With this 52 acre land occupation that is almost half of Guam. The
impact of this buildup is so detrimental to the people who have a home here. The people who
treasure this island are witnessing its destruction done by the hands of you guys. 
STOP IT. STOP THE DESTRUCTION. STOP THE ERASURE.
THIS ISLAND IS SACRED. THIS LAND IS SACRED. ALL LAND IS SACRED. TAKE YOUR WAR GAMES
AND STRATEGIES OFF GUAM. 
NO BUILD UP.
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From:
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 7:10 PM
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] PRUTEHI LITEKYAN, IF WE DON'T THEN WHO WILL?

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 
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Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

We must stop acting as if we have all of our islands to give to the military. There is only ONE island of Guam. There is 
only one chain of islands named the Mariana Islands. We must be the change we have been praying to see in the world. 

Senseramente,  

Symone Perez- Daughter of Guåhan 
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From:
Sent: Saturday, July 4, 2020 4:41 PM
To:
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] PROTECT the Island and its People

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project 
J-017 that were eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of
these sites, which hold great significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for
public comments comes after these highly significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an
opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public information sharing, involvement,
comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background 
research, the desecration of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, 
endangered species, and invaluable resources, including the risk of compromising our island’s main 
water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Gua ̊han. How many more of our sacred sites have been 
cleared for this marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this 
number and the destruction must stop. Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate 
measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and culturally invaluable. Any adverse 
impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under 
criterion D, I argue that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B 
and C. They should have never been cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural 
sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times prior, these special parts of our identity 
must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 square mile island.  

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The 
misleading language and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often 
than not, these memos lack complete information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the 
memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and 
remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have been cleared? Does 
it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for 
any and all historic property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel 
in the ground. We also urge SHPO Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup 
projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even those deemed “insignificant” through 
DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the following measures 
relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and 
to report the findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 
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Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and 
mitigation efforts  

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of 
detail and transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has 
failed in its commitment to uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally 
sensitive. Time and time again, our community has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be 
preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

--  
Veronica Perez 
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From:
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 9:34 PM
To: CRIWebComment
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] J-017 comment

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 
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Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

These projects serve only to further hurt relations between DOD and locals on Guam. I implore you to please reconsider 
and recognize the impact of these actions. 

Senseramente, 

Tasi Scout Petra 
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From:
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 6:37 PM
To: CRIWebComment; 

Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Goggue yan Adahi Guåhan

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

As a Chamoru language and culture teacher, I am deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as 
part of Project J-017 that were eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the 
clearing of these sites, which hold great significance to our Chamoru culture and identity.  I am furious that the 
period for public comments comes after these highly significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an 
opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public information sharing, involvement, comments, and 
critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the 
desecration of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable 
resources, including the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared 
for this marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the 
destruction must stop.  Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are 
losing sites that are irreplaceable and culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a 
part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under Criterion 
D, I argue that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterions A, B, and C. They should 
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have never been cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our 
community has stated many times prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do 
not need another military base on our 212 square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading 
language and jargon ultimately leaves us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos 
lack complete information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the 
whereabouts of our historical artifacts, remains of our ancient ones, and remnants of our ancient past. Where is 
the military putting our artifacts that have been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem 
"significant"?  Our community deserves to know these answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and 
all historic property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. I 
also urge SHPO Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact 
our cultural sites, even those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and 
the DOD must institute the following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the 
public outcry.  

- Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to
report the findings to the community

- Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup

- Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation
efforts

- Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer

- Assess future Department of Defense plans on island

- Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserve historical sites in place

- Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base

- Assess the buildup's economic impacts to the island via local efforts

- Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its 
commitment to uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and 
time again, our community has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Goggue yan Adahi Guåhan! 

Senseramente, 

Si Alyssa Posadas 
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:41 AM
To:
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] Public Comment for Project J-017

From: 
Sent: Monday, June 29, 2020 4:31 PM 
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Public Comment for Project J-017 

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information, involvement, comments, and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 
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Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base  

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding build project in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to uphold 
the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community has 
urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Regards, 

Camille Quichocho 
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:43 AM
To:
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] Project J-017 Comment

From: 
Sent: Monday, June 29, 2020 11:28 PM 
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil> 
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Project J-017 Comment 

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 
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Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue  

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

Chauntae Quichocho 
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:42 AM
To:
Subject: FW: Project J-017

From: 
Sent: Monday, June 29, 2020 7:38 PM 
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil> 
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Project J-017 

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 
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Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue  

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

Loreal Quichocho 
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:41 AM
To:
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] i prutehi yan difende i islan guahan

From:  
Sent: Monday, June 29, 2020 5:33 PM 
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] i prutehi yan difende i islan guahan 

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned indigenous citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 
that were eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold 
great significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments, and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials, and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable 
and culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get 
back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 
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I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones, and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that 
have been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know 
these answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study the impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on the island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on the base 

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

Talysa Quintara C. Kakas

"No one is bad at anything, we are all just on different levels of success." 



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

FW: [Non-DoD Source] Pro ect J-017
Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:30:3  AM

From: Noah 
Sent: Friday, June 19, 2020 1:13 AM
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Project J-017
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From:
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 7:00 AM
To: CRIWebComment
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Project J-017

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 
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Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

Sirena Rayphand 



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

FW: [Non-DoD Source] No to Pro ect J-017
Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:2 :  AM
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From:
Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 9:52 PM
To: CRIWebComment; 

Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Public Comment Submission for NAVY MITT SEIS

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the military clearing three of my cultural heritage sites as part of 
Project J-017, all of which were all eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the 
clearing of these sites, which hold great significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for 
public comments came AFTER these highly significant sites were already cleared. Denying an opportunity for 
public review prevented meaningful public information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could 
have made project changes to preserve the sites. This clearing was not done in a way that was sensitive to or 
respectful of the people of Guam who have called this island home for 4500 years. No amount of mitigation 
can address or relieve this issue because it was done without consultation of the people. 

I also object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, 
the desecration of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and 
invaluable resources, including the risk of compromising our island’s main water source, the Northern Aquifer.  

Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared 
for this marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the 
destruction must stop.  

Mitigation through “data recovery” or through the placement of objects from these sites for the public to view 
are not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and culturally invaluable. 
What makes them invaluable is also the placement from which they are found, which had been cleared without 
our consent. The data that has been available about our cultural heritage sites is outdated and needs to be 
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updated moving forward because any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost 
that we cannot get back. 

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion 
D, I argue that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should 
have never been cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. It is clear that 
the military did not comply with procedural requirements of NEPA by taking a "hard look" at the potential 
impacts of the proposed action and instead went on by clearing these sites.  

As our community has stated many times prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. 
We do not need another military base on our 212 square mile island, and the only reason the marines are 
being moved to Guam is because they were unwanted in Okinawa. They are also unwanted in Guam, and I 
object to their presence here.  

I had raised concerns of the preservation of my cultural historical sites in the 2015 SEIS and it is clear that my 
concerns were not addressed adequately. I want answers to how the DoD plans to mitigate my culture and 
preserve it in the future. I hope that a cordial relationship can still be formed through cultural advocacy and 
supplying Guam with much-needed project funding for cultural heritage projects such as Prutehi Litekyan, 
Sagan Kotturan Chamoru, and other cultural centers on island. If the DoD wants to use indigenous lands, they 
must pay for it through funding community-building programs for the culture and environment which they have 
desecrated so much of already.  

I am also highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The 
misleading language and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, 
these memos lack complete information and detailed mitigation plans, or they are scattered through various 
documents which need a team of people to unravel. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts 
of our historical artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military 
putting our artifacts that have been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem 
"significant"?  Conclusions of "significance" of effects clearly did not consider the unique context and sensitivity 
of the resources in our region. Our community deserves to know these answers.  

I am also dissatisfied with the interim Programmatic Agreement which expired in 2019. In accordance with the 
terms of the Programmatic Agreement, if previously unknown cultural resources are discovered during 
applicable activities, the Navy will notify the appropriate Cultural Resources Manager and implement 
reasonable measures to avoid, minimize, or mitigate impacts to those resources. The DoD clearly failed to 
perform these required implementations. The “maximum level of mitigation” needs to be reevaluated in light of 
these recent actions and henceforth the DoD should engage appropriate local agencies such as cultural 
preservation office, the fisheries and wildlife management office, and the Guam EPA to reevaluate its 
mitigation through adaptive management or the appropriate consultations, as stated in the MITT Section 
5.1.2.2.1.1.  

In addition to our cultural resources being destroyed, I would like the DoD to also examine how this marine 
base will impact the environment in the area of the base. There are incredibly vulnerable species in the area 
which are sensitive to disturbance such as live fire training drills. As the planet warms and Guam gets hotter, I 
also implore the DoD to create a plan for fires that could occur in the area during dry season due to the nature 
of the exercises they propose to perform. I would advise creating a strategy to contain wildfires to mitigate the 
effects it could have on the nearby limestone forests, endemic birds, endemic and endangered trees such as 
Serianthes nelsonii, and the local cycads and other wildlife which are found in abundance in and around the 
area. I urge the DoD to contribute funding to cultural programs, and additionally to environmental protection 
agencies and local agencies in Guam such as DAWR as well to mitigate the high cost of losing this 
environment to live fire training.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and 
all historic property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We 
also urge SHPO Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact 
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our cultural sites, even those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and 
the DOD must institute the following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the 
public outcry.  

1. Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and
to report the findings to the community

2. Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup
3. Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and

mitigation efforts
4. Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer
5. Assess future Department of Defense plans on island
6. Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place
7. Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base
8. Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island
9. Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its 
commitment to uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and 
time again, our community has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place. I have 
been advocating on this issue since 2012 and will continue to advocate until the military finds a suitable way to 
treat my island, my ancestors, and my culture with respect in return for the privilege to use my lands.  

Senseramente, 

Kalani Reyes 
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 11:12 PM
To: CRIWebComment
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] The destruction caused by Project J-017

Greetings, 

Though I am not a citizen of the Mariana Islands, I am a US citizen, and I recently became aware of the destruction of 
three cultural sites as part of Project J-017.  

I am horrified by the clearing of these sites. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Why would public review be preemptively ignored for a decision like this? 
This prevented meaningful public information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project 
changes to preserve the site.  

I implore the powers that be to halt any more action at the proposed site location most importantly because it is a 
desecration of ancient burials. Additionally, it destroys land, endangered species, and natural resources. This is a horrible 
loss for Guam. The people are losing part of their cultural identity and cannot ever get it back. That is horrible. 

How many more of their sacred sites have been cleared for this marine base and other buildup projects? This number 
needs to be made public. There is no need for another military base on an island that is 212 square miles in area.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of their cultural sites or artifacts. As their community has stated many 
times prior, these special parts of their identity must be preserved in place.  

The way through which the DOD gathers community input is completely unsatisfactory. The PA memo is littered with 
jargon and vague language which creates more questions than it clarifies. Moreover, the memos leave people guessing 
about where their historical artifacts, ancient remains, and other culturally significant items are being held. Are they even 
being preserved at all? Are they being discarded? That is unspeakably sad to consider. PLEASE be clear about this. 

I urge the SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. I also urge SHPO Lujan 
to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even those 
deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the following 
measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 
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Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of the cultural sites in any capacity. Please let this be the last time these acts 
are ever committed. 

Sincerely, 

Anthony Rinaldi 
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From:
Sent: Friday, July 3, 2020 8:45 AM
To: CRIWebComment; 

Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Project J-017 public comment

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 
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I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

Vanessa Rios Story 
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From:
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 4:33 PM
To: CRIWebComment
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Project J-017

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 
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Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 
Charlene Rivera 
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 1:25 AM
To: CRIWebComment; governor@guam.gov; patrick.lujan@dpr.guam.gov
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Public Comment on Project J-017

Håfa Adai, 

Thank you for accepting and reading comments from the community. I implore you to read the comments with an open 
mind and with empathy. With forward progress, please take the time to consider the ethics of DOD’s actions, not just the 
legality. The island’s resources and local ecosystem are at risk and should be considered in a high regard. For more 
information on ethics regarding archaeological sites, please visit the World Archaeological Congress website, listed 
below.  
https://worldarch.org/code-of-ethics/ 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 
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Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue  

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

Alexis Rojas 
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From:
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 6:50 AM
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Project J-017

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 
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Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

Veronica, friend 



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

FW: [Non-DoD Source] ee  uam eauti ul
Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:3 : 1 AM

From: Jose 
Sent: Thursday, June 25, 2020 8:57 AM
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Keep Guam beautiful!
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:35 AM
To:
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] Concern

From:   
Sent: Wednesday, June 24, 2020 5:11 PM 
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil> 
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Concern 

To whom it may concern, 

Please consider taking these actions relative to the construction of the marine base: 

- Assembling local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup
- Providing status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation
efforts  
- Establishing a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer
- Assessing future Department of Defense plans on island
- Preventing further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place
- Provide detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base
- Assessing the buildup's economic impacts to the island
- Conducting village-wide town halls on such issues

Respectfully, 

Concerned citizen 
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 12:31 AM
To: CRIWebComment
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Public Comment - Project J-017

Public Comment: Project J-017 
Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am saddened and disappointed by the fact that the period for public comments 
comes after these highly significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented 
meaningful public information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to 
preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 
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Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base  

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue  

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

Stacy Salas 
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From:
Sent: Sunday, July 12, 2020 2:41 PM
To: CRIWebComment
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Project J-017

To whom it may concern, 

My name is Alicia Samuel and I am writing to you today on behalf of the concerned citizens of Guam from the 
city of Tustin, California. I have read about the harmful military project J-107 and feel that I must add my voice 
in condemning this expansion of the marine base. A memo sent out by the military stated that three historic 
sites, all eligible for the National Register for Historic Places, would not be affected. This was not the case. 
They were cleared and destroyed, lost forever.  

I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great significance to the culture and identity of the 
Chamorro people. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly significant sites 
have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public information, 
involvement, comments, and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the sites. This is a 
horrific injustice against the Chamorro people and we will not stand for it. 

 I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the 
desecration of the ancient burial sites and the permanent destruction of land, endangered species, and invaluable 
resources, including the risk of compromising the Island's main water source.   

The 212 square mile island you are occupying does not need another military base. Please reconsider the course 
you are presently on.  

Sincerely, 
Alicia Samuel 
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To:
Subject:
Date:

FW: [Non-DoD Source] In osition to the uildu
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From: 
Sent: Tuesday, June 23, 2020 3:16 PM
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] In Opposition to the Buildup
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:44 AM
To:
Subject: FW: Prutehi yan defendi

From:   
Sent: Wednesday, July 1, 2020 12:09 AM 
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil>; 

Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Prutehi yan defendi 

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable 
and culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get 
back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 
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I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 
Ciann San Nicolas 
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:42 AM
To:
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] Testimony in Opposition to Project J-017

From: 
Sent: Monday, June 29, 2020 6:05 PM 
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil>; 
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Testimony in Opposition to Project J-017 

Håfa adai, 

My name is Ha'åni San Nicolas and I was born and raised in Guåhan. I am outraged and devastated by the clearing of our 
three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by 
the clearing of these sites, which hold great significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public 
comments comes after these highly significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review 
prevented meaningful public information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project 
changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable 
and culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get 
back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I profoundly object to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated 
many times prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base in 
our island that has already sacrificed enough. 
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I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Saina ma'åse', 

Ha'åni San Nicolas 



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

FW: [Non-DoD Source] UR ISLAND IS SACRED Thursday,
July 2, 2020 7:2 :  AM
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To:
Subject:
Date:

FW: [Non-DoD Source] ur Island Is Sacred
Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:37:  AM
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From:
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 11:45 AM
To: CRIWebComment

Subject: [Non-DoD Source] PROJECT J-017

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that 
were eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which 
hold great significance to my culture and identity.  I am furious that the period for public comments comes after 
these highly significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented 
meaningful public information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project 
changes to preserve the site. 

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the 
desecration of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable 
resources, including the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared 
for this marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the 
destruction must stop.  Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are 
losing sites that are irreplaceable and culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a 
part of our identity lost that we cannot get back. 

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion 
D, I argue that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should 
have never been cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our 
community has stated many times prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do 
not need another military base on our 212 square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading 
language and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos 
lack complete information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the 
whereabouts of our historical artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is 
the military putting our artifacts that have been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem 
"significant"?  Our community deserves to know these answers. 

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and 
all historic property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We 
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also urge SHPO Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact 
our cultural sites, even those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and 
the DOD must institute the following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the 
public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report 
the findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation 
efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its 
commitment to uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and 
time again, our community has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place. 

Si yu'os ma'åse, 

Sonja Sanchez 
A concerned daughter of Guahan 



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

FW: [Non-DoD Source] uam uildu  Pro ect J-017
Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:32:07 AM

From: NorCal BayArea 
Sent: Friday, June 19, 2020 8:46 AM
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Guam Buildup Project J-017
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

FW: [Non-DoD 
Source]
Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:2 :  AM

From: April S 
Sent: Sunday, June 7, 2020 4:17 AM
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source]
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:42 AM
To:
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] Project J-017

From:
Sent: Monday, June 29, 2020 9:49 PM 
To: 
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Project J-017 

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a citizen born, raised, educated and nurtured by Guåhan with deep roots in the Marianas, and I ask that you truly 
consider the impact of Project J-017 on generations past, present and future.  

I understand that you have received this statement and versions of this statement multiple times, but I only hope that every 
time it is received, it is taken as an amplification of the voice of the people and not mere noise. 

With that being said, I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project 
J-017 that were eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which 
hold great significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these 
highly significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable 
and culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get 
back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
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artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

A. Silvestre



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

FW: [Non-DoD Source] Pro ect J-017
Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:3 :1  AM

From: Paige Spindler-Richardson 
Sent: Sunday, June 28, 2020 6:04 PM
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Project J-017
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From:
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 1:29 PM
To: CRIWebComment;  

Subject: [Non-DoD Source] public comment for Project J-017

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 
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I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

Also, I spoke with a USMC representative a couple weeks ago who has since been transferred off-island, and he said that 
the project was only doing the bare minimum archeological requirements. How can we expect to learn anything about our 
past? Further, his attitude was very self-interested saying that he was happy that they are building a Marine base on Guam 
so he could spend more time here. When I spoke of my concerns of the build up, he dismissed them and only spoke of the 
perspective of the marines and military. So are we to make the marines comfortable while our concerns are ignored? 
When will our voices truly matter? 

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

Lauren Swaddell, Sinajana 



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

FW: [Non-DoD Source] Pro ect J-017
Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:3 : 1 AM

From: 
Sent: Thursday, June 25, 2020 5:57 AM
To: CRIWebComment <criwebcomment@navy.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Project J-017
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 8:45 AM
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Comment on Project J-017

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to
report the findings to the community
Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup
Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and
mitigation efforts
Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer
Assess future Department of Defense plans on island
Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place
Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base
Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island
Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue
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Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

Erin Thomas 



From:
To: CRIWe Comment
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] PRUTEHI MARI NAS
Date: Thursday, July 2, 2020 1:30:2  PM
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

FW: [Non-DoD Source] Destruction o  Indigenous Land o  Northern uam
Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:30:2  AM
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From:
Sent: Friday, July 3, 2020 6:34 PM
To: CRIWebComment
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] PRUTEHI LITEKYAN 

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 
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Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

Elisha Vasques 



1

From:
Sent: Saturday, July 4, 2020 2:26 AM
To: CRIWebComment
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Citizen Statement: Project J-017

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

My name is Kamerin Villagomez, and I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites 
as part of Project J-017 that were eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of 
these sites, which hold great significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments 
comes after these highly significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented 
meaningful public information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to 
preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 
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Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

Kamerin Villagomez 
--  
Kamerin Villagomez 
She/Her
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From:
Sent: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 6:44 AM
To: CRIWebComment;

Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Save Ritidian! 

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 
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I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 

Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Senseramente, 

Darlene Westbrook 
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From:
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 9:05 PM
To: CRIWebComment
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Project J-017

Buenas yan Håfa Adai, 

I am a concerned citizen deeply disturbed by the clearing of our three cultural sites as part of Project J-017 that were 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. I am horrified by the clearing of these sites, which hold great 
significance to my culture and identity. I am furious that the period for public comments comes after these highly 
significant sites have already been cleared. Denying an opportunity for public review prevented meaningful public 
information sharing, involvement, comments and critique that could have made project changes to preserve the site.  

I object to further action at the site for the proposed marine base due to inadequate background research, the desecration 
of our ancient burials and the permanent destruction of our land, endangered species, and invaluable resources, including 
the risk of compromising our island’s main water source.  

 Losing three cultural sites is a grave loss for Guåhan. How many more of our sacred sites have been cleared for this 
marine base and other buildup projects? Our community deserves to know this number and the destruction must stop. 
Mitigation through “data recovery” is not an appropriate measure considering we are losing sites that are irreplaceable and 
culturally invaluable. Any adverse impacts on our cultural resources is a part of our identity lost that we cannot get back.  

While the PA memo cited the three sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under criterion D, I argue 
that the cleared sites should also be considered as eligible under Criterion A, B and C. They should have never been 
cleared, and I OBJECT to any future clearings of our cultural sites or artifacts. As our community has stated many times 
prior, these special parts of our identity must be preserved in place. We do not need another military base on our 212 
square mile island. 

I am highly dissatisfied with the PA Memo process the DOD uses to gather community input. The misleading language 
and jargon ultimately leave us with more questions than answers. More often than not, these memos lack complete 
information and detailed mitigation plans. Moreover, the memos leave us guessing the whereabouts of our historical 
artifacts, remains of our ancient ones and remnants of our ancient past. Where is the military putting our artifacts that have 
been cleared? Does it discard those artifacts that it does not deem "significant"? Our community deserves to know these 
answers.  

I urge our SHPO Patrick Lujan to use his power to utilize non-invasive documentation techniques for any and all historic 
property documentation. Such documentation is possible without putting a shovel in the ground. We also urge SHPO 
Lujan to invoke Stipulation 13 for any and all future buildup projects that will adversely impact our cultural sites, even 
those deemed “insignificant” through DOD’s colonial lens. In addition, local leaders and the DOD must institute the 
following measures relative to buildup projects. Failure to do so will only add to the public outcry.  

Establish a local committee to study impacts and necessity of the live-fire training range complex, and to report the 
findings to the community  

Assemble local experts and advisers on military statements regarding the buildup 

Provide status reports on the local government's oversight of the buildup, including site visits and mitigation efforts 

Establish a plan for increased local oversight of the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer 

Assess future Department of Defense plans on island 

Prevent further disruption of ancient sites and preserving historical sites in place 

Request detailed maps from the military of historic sites on base 
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Assess via local efforts the buildup's economic impacts to the island 

Conduct village-wide town halls on the issue 

Again, I reiterate my objection to the clearing of our cultural sites in any capacity. Due to the lack of detail and 
transparency surrounding buildup projects in general, it is my opinion that the DOD has failed in its commitment to 
uphold the "One Guam" approach and abide by its pledge to be culturally sensitive. Time and time again, our community 
has urged that these invaluable parts of our history be preserved in place.  

Regards, 

Camille Zapata 
--  
Camille Zapata 



Response to Comments Received for PA Memo #1: 
J-017-I&III (Area Distribution Nodes and Site Telecom Cabling) 

and
J-017-II (Main and Commercial Gates)

Identification Efforts 

Evaluation Efforts 



Assessment of Effects

Mitigation

Discoveries 

Information Included in Programmatic Agreement Memoranda (PA Memos) 

Cultural Resources Information (CRI) Website 


